CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Across
1  ____ teachers to stop gun violence? No thanks.
4  DOE Commish
6  Protect Our Schools color
8  NEA ____ Dir. John Stocks
10  Best protest poster: We Are Weapons of Mass ______
13  Danish design trend for classrooms?
16  The state that changed its mind about climate change

Down
2  Congrats Ms. _____! National TOY!
3  Plaintiff in big anti-union case
5  Irritate
7  Essential classroom emotion
9  This veggie turns instrument for GRAMMY teacher
11  Hashtag 2018: #____ForEd!
12  Dialed
14  What we used to call P.E.
15  82% of NEA members say no to carrying these in school
17  This state has cut school funding 36.6% since 2008
18  Lily Eskelsen ______
20  Re-elect Sen. Sherrod Brown of ______

19  Host city for 2018 NEA RA
21  Happy 102nd birthday, Roald _____!
22  Less testing! More _____!
23  How corporate tax cuts have left states
24  Together now! Opportunity for _____ students!

Have fun! You can find the answers throughout this magazine.